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ABSTRACT
Under the background of diversification and refinement of chemical
products, product demand prediction is playing a guiding role in
production planning. In this paper, a new sales demand prediction
model based on improved shape distance Loss function of Gated
Recurrent Unit Neural Network (ISD_GRUNN) is proposed for the
long-term prediction of the sales quantity of chemical products.
The improved shape distance is determined by the change trend,
amplitude and distance between the two points. Compared with
MSE which only considers the difference between the correspond-
ing time point sequence values as the loss function, the change
trend and range of the time series will be taken into account in the
improved shape distance as the loss function. The experimental
results show that the improved shape distance as the loss function
can be better used for sales long-term prediction.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The globalization of modern chemical business, demand differentia-
tion and product diversification have greatly increased the difficulty
of supply chain planning, which cannot rely solely on judgment.
It is very important to predict the short-term or long-term future
demand of enterprises through historical product data and other
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information, that can predict the market demand of products as
accurately as possible, and provide better decision-making manage-
ment for enterprises.

There are more than 200 methods proposed for demand predic-
tion at home and abroad, of which more than 20 are widely used
in theoretical research and practice [1]. Prediction methods can be
mainly divided into qualitative forecasting [2], quantitative fore-
casting [3-6] and combined forecasting [7, 8]. Using neural network
to realize demand forecasting is a common method in quantitative
forecasting. Tao Yongcai et al. [4] Optimized BP neural network
model through improved particle swarm optimization algorithm to
predict the demand of spare parts in the spare parts supply model.
Cao Dandan et al. [5] used long short term memory (LSTM) neural
network model to predict the short-term demand of shared bicycles.
Li Qiong et al. [6] predicted the demand of manufacturing products
through GPU-BP combined neural network. Qiao Junfei et al. [9]
proposed an improved cerebellar model neural network to solve
the time series prediction problem of nonlinear dynamic systems.
Li Minjie et al. [10] simulated and predicted the logistics demand
of China’s aquatic products cold chain from 2007 to 2016 by using
RBF neural network model. Lin Youfang et al. [11] proposed a deep
spatiotemporal convolution neural network model for civil aviation
demand forecasting.

However, when using neural network for prediction, the above
scholars use MSE (mean square error) or RMSE (root mean square
error), in which the predicted time series value is close to the real
time series value. In the product demand prediction, it is necessary
to forecast the demand for a period of time in the future. Therefore,
this paper introduces the concept of time series similarity into
the loss function. The common algorithms for calculating curve
similarity include DTW (dynamic time warping) [12] and SD (shape
distance) [13]. DTWmainly uses the idea of dynamic programming
to solve the similarity of unequal time series.SD mainly considers
the difference of fluctuation trend and fluctuation degree before
the two sequences, This paper hopes that the long-term prediction
model can better predict the trend of future series, so the improved
shape distance is used as the loss function. That is, in addition to
the absolute distance between the forecast and the real series, it
is also expected that the change trend between the forecast and
the real series is more consistent. Therefore, in this paper the loss
function is improved that not only consider the distance between
sequences , but also the consistent of change trend and the change
range of sequences. The improved loss function comprehensively
considers these three and adds corresponding weights.
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Figure 1: Unit Structure of Long Short TermMemory Neural
Network.

2 CONVENTIONAL DEMAND PREDICTION
MODEL

2.1 Autoregressive Moving Average Model
Autoregressive integrated moving average model (ARIMA) is a
univariate time series prediction model. Its essence is to fit the
stable series after difference with ARMA model. ARIMA (P, D, q)
model structure is described as follows:

Φ(B)∇dxt = Θ(B)εt
E(εt ) = 0,Var (εt ) = σ 2

ε ,E(εt εs ) = 0, s , t
E(xsεt ) = 0,∀s < t

(1)

Where,∇d = (1 − B)d ,Bis the delay operator, Φ(B) = 1 − ϕ1B −

·s − ϕpBp is the autoregressive coefficient polynomial, and Θ(B) =
1− θ1B − ·s − θqBq is the moving smoothing coefficient polynomial.

2.2 Long Short Term Memory Neural Network
In order to solve the long-term dependence problem in the circular
neural network, Hochreiter et al. [14] proposed a long short term
memory (LSTM), which structure is shown in Figure 1

The forgetting gate mainly determines how much information
to discard from storage unit C, and is realized by sigmoid function,
the formula is:

ft = σ (Wf xt +Uf ht−1) (2)
The storage unit of the current time Ct is obtained by adding the
result of multiplication of the storage unit and forgetting gate at
the previous time Ct−1 and the result of multiplication of hidden
layer unit C̃t and input gate. The formula is:

it = σ (Wixt +Uiht−1)
C̃t = tanh(WCxt +UCht−1)
Ct = ft ∗Ct−1 + it ∗ C̃t

(3)

The storage unit Ct is multiplied by the output gate after the ac-
tivation function tanh, and the implicit output is obtained. The
calculation formula is as follows:

ot = σ (Woxt +Uoht−1)
ht = ot ∗ tanh(Ct )

(4)

2.3 Gated Recurrent Unit Neural Network
Cho et al. [15] proposed the gated recurrent unit (GRU) neural
network in 2014. Compared with LSTM, it has fewer parameters and

faster calculation speed, but also has the function of LSTM to control
the forgetting of old information and add new information. The
hidden layer output at the current time in GRU ht is the weighted
sum of the hidden layer output at the previous time ht−1and the
newly generated hidden layer output h̃t The formula is:

zt = σ (Wzxt +Uzht−1)
rt = σ (Wrxt +Urht−1)

h̃t = tanh(Wxt + rt ∗Uht−1)

ht = (1 − zt ) ∗ h̃t + zt ∗ ht−1

(5)

In addition, the improved models based on LSTM and GRU, such as
Bi LSTM and Bi GRU, calculate the loss value and update the weight
according to the loss function when using gradient descent to train
the neural network. The improved shape distance loss function this
paper proposed calculates the absolute distance, variation trend and
variation range of the real sequence and the predicted sequence.
Compared with the absolute distance, it can better fit the time
series.

3 IMPROVED SHAPE DISTANCE DEMAND
PREDICTION MODEL

In the past, MSE or RMSE was used as the loss function when using
neural network to establish demand prediction model. In this paper,
a improved shape distance between the predicted and the real time
series value was used as the loss function.

Euclidean distance is used to analyze the difference between two
time series. This method has the following disadvantages [13]: (1)
the shape difference cannot be verified. (2) Unable to effectively
identify the similarity of trend dynamic changes between two time
series. (3) It can not reflect the difference between different analysis
frequencies, so Dong et al. [13] proposed shape distance to measure
the similarity of time series. When calculating the shape distance,
segment the two time series at the same segmentation point firstly.
According to the positive and negative conditions of the slope of
each segment after segmentation, it is marked as 1, - 1 or 0, that is,
the slope is positive, set as 1, negative as - 1 and unchanged as 0.
After segmentation, the two time seriesS1,S2 can be expressed as,:

S1= {(m11,t1), (m12,t2), · s, (m1n ,tn )} (6)

S2= {(m21,t1), (m22,t2), · s, (m2n ,tn )} (7)

Where tj represents the jth time interval of sequence S1and S2and
mi j represents the change trend of the jth time period of the
sequencei . The division example of sequence S1and S2is shown
in Figure 2, which can be expressed as:

S1= {(1,t1), (−1,t2), (1,t3)} (8)

S2= {(1,t1), (1,t2), (−1,t3)} (9)

LetA1,A2be the corresponding amplitude change sequenceS1,S2,
respectively, which can be expressed as:

A1= {(∆y11,t1), (∆y12,t2), · s, (∆y1n ,tn )} (10)

A2= {(∆y21,t1), (∆y22,t2), · s, (∆y2n ,tn )} (11)

Where∆yi j is the difference between the sequence values
Si corresponding to the two ends of the segmentj, then the shape
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Figure 2: The Example of Sequence.

distance between the two time series is defined as:

D(S1, S2) =
n∑
j=1

twj •
��m1j −m2j

�� • ��A1j −A2j
�� (12)

Where, tw j = tj/tn , twj represents the time length of the jmode
and tnrepresents the total time length, Ai j=∆yi j .

The original shape distance is mainly determined by the product
sum of the variation trend difference (m1j −m2j ) and variation
range difference (A1j −A2j ) of each period of the two time series. If
the variation trend difference of each period of the two time series
is 0, that is, the variation trend of each period is the same, which
can not well measure the distance between the two series. There-
fore, when the original shape distance is used as the loss function,
the model weight can not be updated well. The improved shape
distance is mainly determined by the sum of variation trend differ-
ence (m1j −m2j ) and variation range difference (A1j −A2j ) and the
value difference between the two sequences. The absolute distance,
variation trend and variation range between the two sequences are
considered, and the weight α is added to the variation trend and
variation range to control its impact on the distance between the
two sequences, that taking the improved shape distance as the loss
function. It can better measure the distance between the predicted
sequence and the real sequence, so as to update the model weight
better. When calculating the loss function, S1and S2represent the
predicted sequence Ŷ and the real sequence Y respectively. There-
fore, the common segment point of the two sequences is the time
point j. The improved shape distance loss function is described as
follows:

D
(
Y ,

⌢

Y
)
= α ·

n∑
j=2

[(
mj −

⌢
mj

)2
+
(
Aj −

⌢

Aj

)2]
+

n∑
j=1

(
yj −

⌢
y j

)2 (13)

Where,yj represents the value of the real sequence at the time point
j , ŷj represents the value of the prediction sequence at the time point
j, Aj represents the difference of yjand yj−1, and Âj represents the
difference of ŷj and ŷj−1,mj is described in the following formula,
m̂j is the same.

mj =


−1yj−yj−1 < 0
0yj−yj−1 = 0
1yj−yj−1 > 0

(14)

Figure 3: Total Sales Trend.

4 CASE STUDY
4.1 Dataset and Data Processing
The data used in this paper are the sales quantity of 23 products of
a chemical plant from January 2018 to November 2019, including
nutrition, Raw materials, spices and new materials. Sum these sales
quantity data to calculate the total quantity from January 2018 to
November 2019. The trend chart is shown in Figure 3. There uses
the total quantity to build the demand prediction model.

The characteristics of product, market and time are selected. In
the product category, the proportion of nutrition, raw material,
spice, new material, total logarithm of nutrition price, total loga-
rithm of API price, total logarithm of spice price and total logarithm
of new material price are considered. In the market category, the
closing price of New York oil and the rise and fall of the closing
price of New York oil are also considered. The characteristics of
the month and quarter are considered in the time category. Feature
codes and meanings are shown in Table 1. And continuous features
are Z-score standardized.

4.2 Data Processing
Because the feature dimension is larger than the number of data,
this paper constructs cart regression tree to filter features. The tree
node division method is MSE, the maximum depth of the tree is
5, and the minimum number of samples of leaf nodes is 2. Other
parameters are default. The division characteristics and their scores
are shown in Table 2

ARIMA only needs to train the total quantity from January 2018
to August 2019, and use the trained model to predict the total
quantity from September to November 2019. When establishing
the long-term prediction model using LSTM and GRUNN, the data
should be reconstructed. Here, the window size is considered to 3,
that is, the prediction of the next three days is predicted using the
data of the first three days, and the sliding step is set to 1. Because
the value of the dependent variable is too large, the model should
not converge during training, so the logarithm of the value of the
next three days is taken minus 16.

4.3 Experimental Results and Analysis
Take the data from January 2018 to August 2019 as the training set
and the data from September 2019 to November 2019 as the test
set. ARIMA, LSTM, GRUNN and GRUNN (ISD_GRUNN) based on
the improved shape distance are selected in the prediction model.
The selection of super parameters is determined by grid search and
manual parameter adjustment.
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Table 1: Feature Name and Meaning

Feature category Feature name Characteristic meaning

product Proportion of nutrition sales Proportion of nutrition sales in total sales
Proportion of raw material sales Proportion of raw material sales in total sales
Proportion of spice sales Proportion of spice sales in total sales
Sales proportion of new materials Proportion of new material sales in total sales
Logarithm of nutrition price Logarithm of total price of nutrition
Logarithm of raw material price Logarithm of total price of raw material price
Logarithm of spice price Logarithm of the total price of spices
Logarithm of new material price Logarithm of total price of new materials

market New York oil closing price New York oil closing price
Oil prices rose and fell in New York Oil prices rose and fell in New York

time month Month period
quarter Quarter period

Table 2: Selected Characteristics and Corresponding Scores

Feature name fraction

January 0.65236
Logarithm of spice price 0.21839
Proportion of raw material sales 0.06093
Proportion of nutrition sales 0.02464
Second quarter 0.02411
Logarithm of nutrition price 0.01958

Table 3: Prediction Model Results (Prediction Period for Three Months)

Model RMSE

ARIMA 1693143.22
LSTM 1488810.96
GRU 1388734.57
ISD_GRU 1103027.35

It can be seen from table 3 that the RMSE of multivariable pre-
diction model (LSTM and GRUNN) is better than that of univariate
prediction model (ARIMA), the result of GRUNN is better than
LSTM, and the GRUNN model with improved loss function is better
than that based on MSE.

The trend chart of sequence value and real value fitted by each
prediction model is shown in Figure 4. From January 2018 to August
2019 is the fitted value of the training set of the prediction model,
and from September to November 2019 is the predicted value of the
test set, so as to build a model for predicting the next three months.
It can be seen from the figure that the change trend of the predicted
value of ARIMA, LSTM, GRUNN and ISD_GRUNN is consistent
with that of the real value, which decreases first and then increases,
but the predicted value of ISD_GRUNN is closer to the real value
than other models.

In order to study the prediction of each model in a longer predic-
tion period, the data from January 2018 to July 2019 are used as the
training set and the data from August to November 2019 are used
as the test set to build a model for predicting the next four months.

Figure 4: Predicted Value of Each Prediction Model (Pre-
dicted for Three Months).

The results of each model are shown in Table 4, which is consis-
tent with the results of each model at 3 months. The multivariable
prediction model is better than the univariate prediction model,
the result of GRUNN is better than LSTM, and the GRUNN model
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Table 4: Prediction Model Results (Prediction Period for Four Months)

Model RMSE

ARIMA 3234557.99
LSTM 2016872.43
GRU 1613077.01
SD_GRU 409533.91

Figure 5: Predicted Value of Prediction Models (Prediction
Period for Four Months).

that improving the loss function (ISD_GRUNN) is better than the
GRUNN based on MSE.

The trend chart of sequence value and real value fitted by each
prediction model at 4 months is shown in Figure 5. The change
trend of real sequence is first rising, then falling and then rising.
However, the change trend of predicted value of other prediction
models is inconsistent with the change trend of real value except
ISD_GRUNN. Besides, the bias between the predicted value and the
real value of ISD_GRUNN is closer than that of other models.

From the experimental results, it can be seen that, taking the
improved shape distance as the loss function, the absolute dis-
tance between the real sequence and the test sequence, whether
the change trend is consistent and the change range are considered.
Compared with the mean square error, only the absolute distance
is considered, the improved shape distance can learn the change
trend and change range of the real sequence, It makes the prediction
sequence more close to the real sequence. In addition, because the
fluctuation of the series in period for three months is small, taking
the improved shape distance and mean square error as the loss
function, the prediction series can learn the fluctuation trend of
the series, while the trend fluctuation increases in period for four
months. The improved shape distance can learn the fluctuation
trend of the real series better than the mean square error. More-
over, this experiment does not use the improved loss function to
model the improved LSTM and GRU, the proposed improved loss
function not only can improve these LSTM or GRU, but also makes
the gradient descent algorithm better train the model weight.

5 CONCLUSION
Aiming at the long-term prediction of chemical product sales quan-
tity, this paper proposes a sales demand predictionmodel of GRUNN
based on improved shape distance loss function. The improved

shape distance is determined by the change trend, change ampli-
tude and distance between points of the two time series. Compared
with using MSE as the loss function that only considering the bias
between the series values of the corresponding time points, the
improved shape distance loss function will take into account the
change trend and change range of the time series. The experimental
results show that the model based on the improved shape distance
(ISD_GRUNN) as the loss function is better than that based on MSE,
but the change trend of the two results is the same as the real re-
sults. When predicting the series value in the next four months, the
ISD_GRUNN model based on the improved shape distance is not
only better than that based on MSE as the loss function , but also
the change trend of the predicted value is consistent with the real
value. It indicates that the ISD_GRUNNmodel with improved shape
distance as the loss function can better predict the long-term.At
present, the demand prediction model is established for the total
sales quantity of 23 products, and the prediction granularity is rel-
atively large, but it proves the effectiveness of the improved loss
function. In the future, the improved loss function will be used
to build the demand prediction model for each product, and the
prediction effect will be observed for a long time.
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